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1. Non.paternity against a distinguished child.

Problems discussed in the preceding chapter have exclusively
concerned two children belonging to the same family, that is, posses-
sing a father also in common. There arise analogous problems
concerning two children possessing a mother alone in common, which
will be discussed in the present chapter. While the former problems
have depended on mother-children combinations, the latter ones
depend on mother-child-child combinations.

Now, consider a riple consisting of a mother A,, her first
child A and her second child Azq, both children being assumed not
to possess a common iaher. The probability of an event that such
a triple appears and then a man chosen at random can assert his
non-paternity against second child at any rate is, corresponding to
a former expression (2.3) of IX, represented by

(1.1) Po(ij; hk, fg)zro(ij; hk, fg) V(ij; fg);

the =0’s denoting the probabilities of mother-child-child combination
defined in (5.9) of IV and V’s the quantities introduced in (2.1) of
VII, This is a basic quantity and can, in view of (5.7) of IV and
(2.2) of VII, i.e.,

0(i3"; hk, fg)=(ij; hk)r(ij;fg)/A, (/j;fg) V(ij;fg)=P(ij;fg),

be expressed also in the form

(1.2) Po(ij; hk, fg)-- P(ij fg) u(ij hk)
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